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Abstract

We propose a formal approach to the problem of predic-
tion based on the following steps: First, a mental-level
model is constructed based on the agent’s previous ac-
tions; Consequently, the model is updated to account for
any new observations by the agent, and finally, we pre-
dict the optimal action w.r.t, the agent’s mental state
as its next action. This paper formalizes this prediction
process. In order to carry out this process we need to
understand how a mental state call be ascribed to an
agent, and how this mental state should be updated.
In [Brafman and Tennenholtz, 1994b] we examined the
first stage. Here we investigate a particular update op-
erator, whose use requires making only weak modeling
assumptions, and show that this operator has a number
of desirable properties. Finally, we provide an algorithm
for ascribing the agent’s mental state under this opera-
tor.

Introduction
Tools for representing information about other agents
are crucial in many contexts. Often, the goa.1 of main-
taining such information is to facilitate prediction of
other agents’ behavior, so that we can function better
in their presence. Mental-level models, models that for-
malize the notion of a mental-state, provide tools for
representing such information. Once we have a model
of an agent’s mental state, we can use it to predict fu-
ture actions by finding out what an agent in such a state
would perceive as its best action. The goal of this pa-
per is to advance our understanding of basic questions
related to the construction of a mental-level model, a~nd
in particular its application to prediction.

The idea of ascribing mental qualities for the purpose
of prediction is not new. John McCarthy talks about it in
[McCarthy, 1979]. One important aspect of McCarthy’s
ideas is that the agent’s inental state is ascribed. That
is, the entity being modeled may have in its structure
nothing that resembles beliefs, desires, or other mental
qualities, yet it may be possible and useful to model it as
if it has such qualities. Thus, McCarthy views menta.1
qualities as abstractions. This view is shared by another
well-known author, Allen Newell[Newell, 1980], who con-
templates the possibility of viewing compnter programs
at a level more abstract than that of the programming
language, which he calls the knowledge-level.

The notion of a mental state is useful because i~ is a.b-
stract. Models at more specific levels, e.g., mechanical

and biological models, are difficult to construct. They re-
quire information that we often do not have, such as the
mechanical structure of the agent, or its program. On
the other hand, mental-level models can be constructed
based on observable facts - the agent’s behavior - to-
gether with some background knowledge. In fact, as
McCarthy points out, we might sometimes want to use
these models even when we have precise lower level spec-
ifications of the agent, e.g. C code. This may be either
bec~tuse the mental-level description is more intuitive, or
that computationally it is less complex to work with.

We present a formalism that attempts to make these
idea.s more concrete, and will hopefully lead to a bet-
ter understanding of how the ascription of mental state
could be mechanized. Motivated by work in decision-
theory [Luce and Raiffa, 1957] and work on knowledge
ascription[Halpern and Moses, 1990, Rosenschein, 1985],
we suggested in [Braflnan and Tennenholtz, 1994b] a spe-
cific structure for mental-level models, consisting of be-
liefs, desires and a decision criterion. This model showed
how these elements act as constraints on the agent’s ac-
tion, and how these constraints can be used to ascribe
beliefs to the agent based on its observed behavior. We
would like to use this model in a particular prediction
context, where we observe an agent performing part of
a task, we know its goal, and we would like to predict
its next actions. We use the following process: first,
we ascribe beliefs to the agent based on the behavior
we have seen so far. Next, we update the ascribed be-
liefs based on observations the agent makes, e.g., new
information it has access to or the outcomes of its past
actions. Then, to predict the agent’s next action we
examine what action would be perceived as best by an
agent in this mental state.

In order to perform this prediction process we must
understand how beliefs can be ascribed, how they should
be updated, and how they should be used to deter-
mine the best perceived action. We have examined the
first and the last question in[Brafman and Tennenholtz,
t994b] (although not in the context of prediction). 
this paper we wish to concentrate on the second ques-
tion, that of modeling the agent’s belief change.

The reader should not confuse this last question with
another important question which has received much at-
tention: how should an agent change its beliefs given
new fidbrmat.ion? (For example, see[Levesque, 1984,
Friedman and Halpern, 1994, Katsuno and Mendelzon,
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Figure 1: Example 1

1991, del Val and Shoham, 1993, Alchourron et al., 1985,
Goldzmidt and Pearl, 1992].) In our work we are con-
cerned with externally modeling the changes occurring
within the agent rather than saying how that agent
should update its beliefs. Although that agent may be
implementing one of the above belief revision methods,
it is quite possible that it has no explicit representation
of beliefs and that its "idea." of update is some complex
assembler routine.

Our discussion of the problem of prediction will be
in the context of the framework of mental-level mod-
eling and belief ascription investigated in [Braflnan and
Tennenholtz, 1994b]. This framework is reviewed in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we discuss the problem of prediction.
We suggest a three-step process for prediction and high-
light the importance of the ascription of a belief change
operator to this process. In Section 4 we introduce a
particular belief change operator and show that it has
desirable properties from a decision-theoretic perspec-
tive. Moreover, we show that under minimal assump-
tions, this belief change operator can always be ascribed
to an agent. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the algo-
rithmic construction of beliefs obeying this belief change
operator.

The Framework
We start by establishing a structure for mental-level
models. Our framework, discussed in [Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 1994b]. is motivated by the work of
Italpern and MosesIHalpern and Moses, 1990] and
Rosenschein [Rosenschein, 1985] on knowledge ascrip-
tion, and by ideas from decision-theory[Savage, 1972,
Lace and Raiffa, 1957]. To clarify the concepts used
we will refer to the following example.

Example 1 We start with a robot located at an initial
position. The robot is given a task of finding a small can
located in one of three possible positions: A, B, or C.
The robot can move in any direction and can recognize a
can from a distance of 2 meters. (See Figure I).

The agent - basic deserlption
An agent is described by a set of possible (local) states
and a set of possible actions. The agent functions within
an environment, which may also be in one of a number
of states. We refer to the state of the system, i.e., that
of both the agent and the environment as a global state.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that the en-
vironment does not perform actions. The effects of th~~

agent’s actions are a (deterministic) function of its state
and the environment’s state. 1 This effect is described
by the transition function. Together, the agent and the
environment constitute a state machine with two com-
ponents, with transitions at each state corresponding to
the agent’s possible actions. It may be the case that not
all combinations of an agent’s local state and an environ-
ment’s state are possible, for example, if there is some
correlation between the agent’s and the environment’s
state. Those global states that are possible are called
possible worlds.

Definition i An agent is a pair.,4 = (L A, AA), where
L is the agent s set of local states and A.A is its set of4, . .
actmns. Lg zs lhe envzronmenl’s set of possible stales.
A global state is apair(IA ,It) EL4 x Lg. The set
of possible worlds, S, is a subsel oJ the set of global
stales LA x LE. A context2 C = (r ,I), consists of 
transition flmction, r : (LA x LS) x A --+ ( A x Lg),
and lhe set I C W of possible initial states.

Example 1 (continued): Suppose that our robot has im-
perfect sensing of its position. Thus, its local stale would
include its position reading as well as whether or not it
has observed the can; its actions correspond to motions
in various directions. The state of the environment de.
scribes the actual position of the can and each possible
world describes (1) the robot’s position, (2)the can’s 
sition (3) the robot’s position reading and (4) whether 
ha.s observed the can. The transition function describes
how each motion changes the global state of the system.
There are three initial states, ht each the position of the
robot is the given initial position and the can is located
iu one of positions A, B, or C.

We say that an agent knows some fact if in all the
worlds the agent should consider possible, this fact holds.
The worlds an agent should consider possible are those in
which it.s infbrmation (as represented by its local state)
would be as it is now. An agent can distinguish between
two worlds in S if and only if its state in them is different.
Therefore, an agent whose local state is l can rule out
as impossible all worlds in which his local state would
have been different, but cannot rule out worlds in S in
which his local state would have been I. Thus, knowledge
corresponds to what holds in all worlds that the agent
cannot distinguish from the actual world.

Definition 2 The sel 0fworlds possible at l, PW(I),
is {w E S : the agent’s local state in w is l}. The agent
knows ~ at w E S if ~ holds in all worlds in PW(I),
where l is its local state at w.

Example 1 (continued): Let us assume from now 
that the robot’s position reading is perfect. In that case,
the robot knows its position, since a posilion reading r is

I A framework in which the results of actions are nonde-
terministic and in which the environment may take actions
as well can be mapped into this framework using richer state
descriptions and larger sets of states, a common practice in
game theory.

2’Fhough context is an overloaded term, its use here seems
appropriate, following [Fagin et al., 1994].
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part of its local slate and r can only be obtained in worlds
in which the actual position of lhe robot is 7". However,
unless the robot has observed the can, it does not know
the can’s position, since it has possible worlds iu which
the can’s position is different.

The agent’s observed, or programmed behavior is de-
scribed by a protocol, which is a function that assigns
an action to each state.

Definition 3 A protocol for an agent A is a function

PA : LA -* AA"

Example 1 (conlinued): The robot’s protocol wouhl
specify in what direction to head in each position.

Later, we will consider the problem of prediction in
the following context: We have observed an agent tak-
ing a number of actions in pursuit of some known goal
and we would like to predict its next action. In this set-
ting, the behavior of tim agent involves taking a number
of steps aimed at achieving some goal. To model this
we need SOlne formal notion that will describe the dy-
namic evolution of the agent in its enviromnent. We call
this a run? A run is a sequence of global states tlaa.t
commence at an initial state, such that each following
state can be achieved by executing some action at the
previous state. We also have special notations for more
specific types of partial runs, in which the ldnd of actions
allowed are restricted by some given protocol. A (w,7))
run prefixes/suffixes are simply prefixes/suffixes of runs
that end/begin in a state w, throughout which the agent
acts in accordance with the protocol 7).

Definition 4 A run of an agent ,4 whose possible ini-
tial worlds are I is a sequence of possible worlds, r =
{w0, w~, . . ., w,} satisfying the following conditions: (1)
wo E I; and (2) Wi+l = r(wi, a), where a E AA; The 
of all possible runs is denoted by Tl. The runs possible
at l, PR(I), are those runs in 7"t in which, at some stage
the agent’s local state is I.

A (w,’P) run-prefix of aa agent .,4 is a run prefix
{wo, wl,...,wm = w} such that wi+l = r(wi,7)(’wi)) 
0 _< i < m. A (w, )) r un-suKix of a n agent . .4 i s arun
suffix {wk = w,...,wt}, such. lhat wi+l = r(wi,7)(wi))
for k < i < l.

Example 1 (continued): A run is a sequence of global
states. In our example this sequence can be described by
the trajectory of the robot through the space, the position
of the can, and, at each point along the run, whelh.er the
robot has observed the can.4 Each such trajectory must
start at lhe initial position.

The Agency Hypothesis
What we described until now provides a basic layer on
top of which we construct the ascribed mental state of
the agent. This state will relate three key notions: be-
liefs, goals and decision criteria. This state will manifest
itself in the agent’s behavior.

aWe will assume runs are finite. The extension to infinite
runs is straightforward.

4A continuous model of time may be preferred here. This
is possible, e.g., [Brafma.n et al., 1994].

We start the description of the mental level model by
defining the notion of belief. Belief is part of an abstract
description of the agent’s state. It sums up the agent’s
view of the world, and is a basis for decision making.
Therefore, we make belief a function of the agent’s local
state, represented by a belief assignment, which assigns
to each local state a nonempty subset of the set of pos-
sible worlds, the worlds the agent considers plausible.

Definition 5 A belief assignment is a function, B :
54~2

s, such that foralll: B(l)~O andifwEB(l)
then (1) the agent’s local state in w is 1, and (2)lhere
exists a (w, P.a) run-prefix.

As we see, the worlds the agent considers plausible must
be consistent with the agent’s past actions.

Example 1 (continued): At each local stale in which
the can has not been observed yet, the robot has three
possible worlds. Each corresponds loa differenl posilion
of the can. A belief assignment would assign a subsel of
these at each local state. If B(l) contains lhe world 
which the can is at A, the robot is viewed as believing
lhal the can is in location A.

Knowledge (or PW(I)) defines what is theoretically
possible; belief defines the set of worlds that, from
the agent’s perspective, should be taken into consider-
a tion.This notion of belief makes sense only as part of
a fuller description of the agent’s mental level. Such a
description requires additional notions, which we now in-
troduce. We start with the agent’s preference order over
the set of run suffixes, represented by a utility function.
This preference order embodies the relative desirability
of different futures.

Definition 6 A utility fanction u is a real-valued func-
tion on the set of run-suffixes.

it. is well known lyon Neumann and Morgenstern,
1944] that a utility function can represent preference or-
ders satisfying certain assumptions, which in this paper
we will a.ccept. This means that for any two run suffixes
,’1, r._,: rl is preferred over r2 iff u(rl) > u(r2). We would
also expect additional properties fl’om u. These prop-
erties would capture our intuitions that certain related
suffixes should have similar utility. These consideration
are t.angent to our current discussion.

Example 1 (continued): In our example, we will assume
a simple arbitrary uiilily function that depends on the
length of the robot’s trajectory and the location of the
can. If lhe lenglh of the robot’s trajectory is x, lhen
u = l0 - a: + 20.(The trajectory terminates at the can)

When the exact state of the world is known, the result
of following some protocol, 7), is also precisely known.
(Actions have deterministic effects). We can then eval-
uate a protocol by looking at the utility of the run it
would generate in the actual world. However, due to
uncertainty about the state of the world, the agent con-
siders a number of states to be possible. It can then
subjectively assess 7) in a local state l by a vector whose
(qements a.re the utilities of the plausible runs ) gener-
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ates. More precisely we have the following definition, in
which we assume the set B(1) is ordered.5

Definition 7 Given a context C and a belief assignment
B, let w~ denote the kth state of B(l). The perceived
outcome of a protocol P in 1 is a tuple whose kth ele-
ment is the utility of the (Wk, )) run-suffix.

Example 1 (continued): Suppose that the possible
worlds of our example are ordered alphabetically accord-
ing to the position of the can. Suppose that B(lt) 
{A,B}, i.e., initially, the robot believes the can is ei-
ther in A or in B. The perceived outcome of the protocol
that takes the robot to A first, and if not there to B, is
{19, 15}, since the distance to A is (approx.) 11 meters
and the distance from A to B is (approx.) 4 (so the 
tal distance is 15). Notice that the perceived outcome
disregards possible worlds that are not plausible.

While utilities are easily compared, it is not a-priori
clear how to compare perceived outcomes, t|ms, how t,o
choose among protocols. A strategy for choice under un-
certainty is required. This strategy could depend on, for
example, the agent’s attitude towards risk. This strat-
egy is represented by the decision criterion, a function
taking a set of perceived outcomes and returning the .set
of most preferred among them.

Definition 8 A decision criterion p is a function
which maps each set of tuples (of equal length) of real
numbers, to a subset of it.

Two examples of decision criteria, are maximin, which
chooses the tuples in which the worst case outcome is
maximal, and the principle of indifference which prefers
tuples whose average outcome is maximal.(A fuller dis-
cussion of decision criteria appears in [Luce and l~aiffa,
1957, Brafman and Tennenholtz, 1994a].)

We come to a key definition that ties all of the com-
ponents we have discussed so far.

Definition 9 The agency hypothesis: at each state
the agent follows a protocol whose perceived outcome
is most preferred (according to its decision criterion)
among the set of perceived outcomes of all possible
protocols.6

The agency hypothesis takes the view of a rational
balance among the agent’s beliefs, utilities, decision cri-
terion and behavior. It states that the agent chooses
actions whose perceived outcome is maximal according
to its decision criterion.

Since given a fixed utility function the decision crite-
rion induces a choice among actions, we will often use the
term ’most preferred protocol’ in place of ’the protocol
whose perceived outcome is most preferred’.

Ascribing Belief
The various elements at the mental-level are related
through a rational balance. We can exploit this relatioll

SThis is used to simplify presentation. All definition ex-
tends to infinite sets by replacing tuples with functions.

6The possible protocols are implicitly defined by the set
of actions AA (cf. Def. 1).
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Figure 2: t~obot’s initial path

to ascribe a mental state to an agent. We use the avail-
able information, such as observed behavior and back-
ground information, to constrain the possible values of
the unknown mental state. We now show how belief can
be ascribed according to our framework.

Belief ascription requires certain information regard-
tag t.he agent. This information should specify some of
the other elements of the rational balance we have just
discussed. Using this information we look for belief as-
sigmnent, s confirming the agency hypothesis. That is,
suppose the entity modeled satisfies the agency hypoth-
esis and that its utilities and decision criterion are as
given, then such beliefs would lead us to act as was ob-
served. This is a process of constraint satisfaction. Thus
a formal statement of belief ascription is the following:

Given a context C for an agent A, find a belief as-
signment /3 such that B together with the agent’s
5chariot, its utility function and its decision crite-
t’ion confirm the agency hypothesis.

l,]xanq.)le 1 (continued): We will try to ascribe beliefs 
the robot, live assume that the decision criterion used is
’maxzmin. (What follows applies also to the principle of
i~.d(fferen.cc). Suppose we observe the robot moving along
the path described in Figure 2. What can we say about
il.s beliefs’? We must see under what beliefs the path ob-
served would yield the highest utility. It is easy to see the
ascribed plausible worlds are { A, B}. If the robot believed
only one state to be plausible it would head directly to it.
Similarly, if {B, C} was believed the robot’s path would
hecld more toward them. If the robot believes {A, B, C},
a better path would be along the middle, rather than the
left-hand side.

Our ability to ascribe belief in the framework of the
mental-level model just presented is thoroughly dis-
cttssed in [Brafinan and Tennenholtz, 1994b].

Predictions

We wish to explore the application of mental-level mod-
(?Is in a particular form of prediction: We observed an
agent, taking part in some activity; we know its goals;
aml we wish to predict its next actions. In what follows
we try t.o exa.naine what problems this task raises and
how we might solve them. We will concentrate on one
particular issue, belief change. We will soon see how it
r(~lates to our task. The approach we suggest underlies
some of the work done in belief and plan ascription. We
believe that a formal approach will aid in understanding
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this task better and in detecting the implicit assump-
tions made in predicting an agent’s future behavior.

To predict an agent’s next action we go through three
steps (illustrated in Figure 3): (1) construct a mental-
level model of the agent based on actions performed until
now; (2) revise the agent’s ascribed beliefs, if needed,
based on the observations it made after performing the
last action; (3) predict the action which has the most
preferred perceived outcome based on these beliefs.

Example 1 (continued): In the previous section .we saw
an example of belief ascription. This corresponds to the
first stage: constructing a mental-level model based on
observations and background knowledge. The robot’s be-
liefs were {A, B}. Based on this we can predict thai lhe
robot would continue to move in its current direction un-
til it can observe whether lh.e can is in A or B. ,%ppose
the can was observed to be in B. In that case, the beliefs
of the robot are revised to contain only B. Given these be-
liefs, we expect the robot to turn to the right (i.e. toward
B).

Our human experience shows that models of mental-
state are useful in predicting human behavior, and we
believe they are also likely to succeed with human-n]ade
devices (hence the agency hypothesis: the device acts
as an agent of its designer, echoing its goals and beliefs).
Thus, using mental-level models seems to make heuristic
sense. However, when is this really appropriate? More-
over, when is the particular formalism suggested here
appropriate? Reexamining the three-step prediction pro-
tess we see two major implicit assumptions:
* We can model the observed behavior of an agent using
a mental-level model.
¯ We can assume some methodical belief change process.

We discussed the first among these issues in our previ-
ous work [Brafman and Tennenholtz, 1994b]. In particu-
lar, we have shown a class of agents that can be ascribed
the mental-level model discussed in Section 2. We devote
the rest of this paper to the second issue.

Belief change
Suppose we have constructed a mental-level model based
on past behaviors. To use it in predicting future be-
havior, we must make an aclditional assun]l)tion, that
there is some telnporal coherence of beliefs. C, ousid n’
the example of the robot that accompanied the preced-
ing sections. We observe the robot move along a certain
path and ascribe it. the belief assignment {A, B}. At. a

certain stage it is near enough to A and B to be able
to see whether the can is in one of these two positions.
We expect this new information to affect the behavior
of the robot. In our ascribed model of the robot, we ex-
pect this information to be manifested in terms of belief
change. However, unless the new belief can be somehow
constructed from the old beliefs and the observation, we
will have very little ability to predict future behavior.

We first suggest a restriction on the relationship be-
tween beliefs in different states. Later on we will show
that this restriction is both natural and useful.

Admissibility
Consider the following restriction: if my new informa-
tion does not preclude all of the runs I previously con-
sidered plausible, I will consider plausible all runs pre-
viously considered plausible that are consistent with my
new information.

L~t NA(s) ~f r(7)~(s)), i.e., the state that will follow
s when A performs the action specified by its protocol,
and .hA(T) = {NA(s)ls e T}.
Definition 10 A belief assignment B (for agent .4) 
admissible, if for local states l, l’ such lhat I I follows l

Ion some run." wh.enever NA(B(I)) n PW(l ) --/: 
B(/’) = NA(B(I)) n PW(I’); otherwise l’ is called a ~e-
vision state and B(l’) can be any subset of PW(I’).

If we were to assume that the worlds here are models
of some theory then, in syntactic terms, admissibility
corresponds to conjoining the new data with the existing
beliet:s, whenever this is consistent. It is closely related
to the probabilistic idea. of conditioning beliefs upon new
irdbrmation.

It t.urns out that admissible belief assignment can be
view~’d in a different way. As the following theorem
shows an admissible belief assignment is equivalent to
a. belief assignment induced by a ranking of the set of
initial states, that is, a belief assignment which assigns
to every local state those worlds in PW(l) that originate
in initial states whose rank is minimal. Intuitively, we
associate minimal rank with greater likelihood.

Theorem 1 7 Assuming perfect recall, s let I(~,79 ) de-
note the initial s/ate of the (w,7)) run prefix. A belief
assignment B is admissible iff there is a ranking function
r (i.e., a total pre-order) on the possible initial worlds 
such that B(l) = {w E PW(l) : I(,,,p) is r-minimal}.

Why admissibility

’[’he fact that admissible beliefs have a nice representa-
t.ion seems encouraging. It suggests a refinement to our
lnodet in which beliefs have the additional structure pro-
vided by a ranking over possible worlds. However, this
by it.self is no reason to accept this restriction. Remem-
ber that we want to show that the mental-level model is
ml abstraction that is grounded in lower level phenom-
ella. The kind of support we need would look like "under

r Proofs are omitted due to lack of space, and will appear
in a longer version of this paper.

SAn agent is said to have perfect recall if its local state
ccmtains all previous local states.
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assumption X on the agent’s behavior, a ranked belief
assignment can be ascribed to it". This is what we wish
to do in this section. Once these questions are answered,
we would be able to make justified predictions based on
the approach presented in the previous section. On our
way to this goal, we will also get some interesting results
from a decision-theoretic perspective.

Recall the agency hypothesis. The agent was viewed
as choosing among protocols based on the utility of the
runs they generate9 and its beliefs. However, there is
an alternative way for choosing among actions given the
agent’s beliefs, which is popular in decision-theory.

Definition 11 A mental.level model of an agent is said
to have the backwards-induction property if the fol-
lowing holds: for every local state l, the observed pro-
tocol 79 is at least as preferred as any of the protocols
which differ from 79 only on l. We call T) the backwards-
induction protocol.

This is called the backwards induction property because
we can construct a protocol 75 that satisfies it using back-
wards induction. If all the children of I are final states,
then let 75(0 be the most preferred action at l. (In this
case each action determines a run suffix.) Having spec-
ified what to do at the next-to-last local states, we now
assign their parents an action that ,will give a most pre-
ferred run suffix, given our existing choice for the chil-
dren. We repeat this process until we reach the initial
states I.
Lamina 1 75 are the only protocols satisfying lhc
backwards-induction property.

Backwards induction gives a very thorough manner of
choosing a protocol, and it is perhaps the most popular
way to determine rational action in a decision-theoretic
setting. This point will become useful later.

Another decision-theoretic concept we will use is the
following (where o denotes vector concatenation):

Definition 12 A decision criterion satisfies the sure-
thing principle if v o vI is at least as preferred as u o uI
whenever v is at least as preferred as v~ and u is at least
as preferred as uq

That is, suppose the agent has to choose between two
actions, a and a~. It prefers a over a~ when the plausible
worlds are B. It also prefers a over a~ when the plausible
worlds are B’. If this agent satisfies the sure-thing prin-
ciple it should also prefer a over a~ when the pla.usil~le
worlds are B U B’.

In what follows we assume that the agent satisfies the
sure-thing principle. Given the above machinery, first.
we look at normative reasons for accepting a.dmissil)ility.

Theorem 2 Let ,4 be an agent with admissible beliefs.
If79 is its most preferred protocol at the initial local slalc
li, then 79 will still be most preferred at all the following
states.

OThis section assumes that there are only a finite number
of possible local states, that runs are finite, and that the
agent has perfect recall. We will also use the term "most.
preferred" loosely, meaning "one of the most preferred".

This means that the agents of Theorem 2 choose a
protocol once and for all in li based on the protocol’s
perceived outcome. When beliefs are not admissible, this
need not necessarily be the case. (A counter example is
easy to construct.)

Another nice property associated with admissible be-
liefs is given by the following theorem and corollary.

Theorem 3 Let A be an agent with admissible beliefs,
a protocol that has backwards-induction property for .4
is also most preferred by ,4 at the initial stale.

Corollary 1 Let 79hi satisfy the backwards induction
property. There is a utility function on states such that
an agent with admissible beliefs executing the best local
action at each stale, will perform PBt. Consequently,
this protocol is most preferred at the initial state.

We get an interesting property of agents whose actions
are consistent with a backwards induction protocol and
who satisfy the sure-thing principle. These agents can
be viewed as if they act based on admissible beliefs, even
if their beliefs are actually not admissible. This boosts
the credibility of the assumption that belief change is
a.dmissible because it shows a basic and important class
of agents that do not use admissible beliefs, yet, we can
legitimately model them as having admissible beliefs.

Our cla.im that admissibility is a good modeling as-
sumption is strengthened by the following result:

Theorem 4 Let 7) be the observed protocol of an entity.
If this entiiy can be ascribed beliefs at the initial state
a~d at subsequent revision states based on this protocol,
it can be ascribed an admissible belief assignment at all
local states.

Thus, admissibility is almost free as long as we can
ascribe beliefs at the initial state, based on the observed
protocol.

The previous results imply that admissible beliefs are
useful for ascription and prediction. In fact, the results
can be even further improved. The fact that we associate
utilities with runs rather than states complicates our life
when we try to ascribe beliefs. To ascribe beliefs we
must at each state compare whole protocols and the run
suffixes they produce. It would be much easier if we
couhl only look at single actions and their immediate
out.comes. This would require defining a utility function
over the set of states, rather than the set of run suffixes.
Indeed, this is possible:

Theorem 5 Let 7) be the observed protocol of an agent,
and suppose that this agent can be ascribed beliefs at the
initial state and at all subsequent revision states based
on this protocol. Then, it can be ascribed an admissible
belief as.sigTm~ent at all local states and a local utility
fanclion over states such that its observed action has the
most preferred perceived outcome according to the local
utility function.

Constructive Ascription
In this section we offer a more constructive account of
a.dmissible belief ascription. Any ascription algorithm
will have to come up with a belief assignment that sat-
isfies the agency hypothesis at a given local state. That
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is, it would have to generate for a given local state be-
liefs that would have made the agent act as it did. We
assume such an algorithm as a subroutine (see [Brafinan
and Tennenholtz, 1994a]). What we offer here is an al-
gorithm for generating an admissible belief assignment
given this subroutine. We show that the complexity of
obtaining global consistency is a low polynomial in the
complexity of computing a locally consistent assignment
in a given local state. The algorithm works under the
assumption that the agent obeys the sure-thing principle
and that it has perfect recall.

An added feature of the algorithm is that it returns a
special belief assignment, which we call the most general
belief assignment (mgb). We discuss the mgb in [Braf-
man and Tennenholtz, 1994b]. Intuitively, it is the belief
assignment that makes fewest assumptions. In terms of
the ranking that it ascribes to the agent, it makes worlds
as minimal as possible.

Theorem 6 Let c be the cost of compuling a mosl gen-
eral belief assignment in a local state, let i be the wumber
of possible initial (global) states and let m be the number
of local states that can be encountered during the execu-
tion of the protocol. It is possible to construct an mgb in
time O(i2 .re.c).

Proof (sketch): Let I i be an initial local st.ate. The
procedure is as follows:

1. Set b = PW(Ii)

2. If b = 0 then stop. There is no admissible belief as-
signment.

3. Set b to the maximal locally consistent belief assign-
ment (w.r.t. to I i) that is a subset of b.

4. Start constructing the tree of local states consisl.ent
with b (i.e., such that their possible worlds contain
worlds in b). For each such /assign B(l) = PW(l)Nb.

5. If for any state l the assignment B(l) is locally incon-
sistent with the decision criteria, let b~ equal the max-
imal consistent local assignment for that state that is
contained in B(l). Let b := b \ (S(l) \ Goto 2.

6. Otherwise, let B(l i) = b. Delete all the states for
which beliefs were assigned. You may be left with one
or more trees. Repeat the algorithm for each of them.

It is easy to see that the algorithm is O(i~ ¯ m ̄  c). The
most we repeat step 3 for any revision state is i and
there can be no more than i revision states. Since step
4 performs a calculation of time O(m. c), the total time
is O(i2 ¯ m. c). In addition, we can show:

Lemma 2 The above algorithm returns the mgb, if oT~.e
exists.

Discussion
A question that motivates much of the research in be-
lief and belief change [Levesque, 1984, Friedman and
Halpern, 1994, Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991, del Val
and Shoham, 1993, Alchourron et al., 1985, Goldzmidt
and Pearl, 1992] is the following: Given that we can make
better programs by equipping them with large amounts
of knowledge, how should this knowledge be represent.ed.
and how should it be updated? This work oft.eu relies

on our intuitive notion of belief and belief change. Of-
ten it is implicitly assumed that it is we, the designers,
that will supply the agent with its knowledge, at least
initially.

We are concerned with a more specific question of rep-
resentation and ask: how should an agent represent its
information about another agent in a way that will fa-
cilitate explaining and predicting the other agent’s be-
havior. Moreover, we assume that the bulk of an agent’s
knowledge about other agents comes from a particular
source: observation of these agent’s behavior. Thus, we
are more concerned with modelling agent’s ascribed be-
liefs, than with designing them.

An important related work that shares some of our
perspective is Levesque’s work [Levesque, 1986], which
is concerned with treating computers as believers. How-
ever, this work describes the beliefs of one particular
class of agents whose actions are answering queries. Our
work attempts to address a more general class of agents,
whose actions are arbitrary.

Modelling data is a central task of machine-learning.
Much like our work, these models are constructed to help
make predictions, e.g., a decision tree helps us predict
what class an instance belongs to, or the detection algo-
rithm of [Cohen et al., 1995]. Our work brings to this
task a special bias in the form of the agency-hypothesis:
Machines are agents of their designers; they are usually
designed with a purpose in mind and with some under-
lying assumptions; therefore, they should be modeled
accordingly. With this motivation in mind, this work
and [Bra.fi3lan and Tennenholtz, 1994b] attempt to un-
dersLand the basis for modeling entities as if they have
a mental state. The central issues are: what elements
should such a model contain? How should we use ob-
sorvable information to construct it? And, under what
assunq:,t.iol~s is our modeling "bias" justified?

This paper complements our previous work on belief
ascription [Brafman and Tennenholtz, 1994b] and helps
supply initial answers to the above-mentioned questions.
In this paper, we reviewed our proposal for the struc-
t.ure of mental-level models and their construction, and
explained how they can be used to predict an agent’s
future behavior. In order to use mental-level models in
making predictions, we must constantly update them.
A key component in this update process is the ability to
model the belief change of other agents. We suggested
admissibility as a. belief change operator, examined its
properties and showed that we can accept it under rather
weak modeling assumptions. Putting these ingredients
t.ogether, we get a theory of action prediction using a
mental-level model, which consists of the three-step pro-
cess, a theory of belief ascription (discussed in [Brafman
and Tennenholtz, 1994b]), and a study of belief change
n~odelling.
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